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There’s about as much chance of you being the same height as 

all your colleagues as there is of having eyes in the back of your 

head. That’s why the Telescopic Handle adapts to your height or 

lack of. It enables you to work ergonomically whether cleaning 

� oors, walls or ceilings.

When cleaning walls or ceiling, your aim is to wash the surface, not your 

arms. This Telescopic Handle has an anti-run ring that you allows you 

to wedge your hand to make your work even easier. For even greater 

ergonomics, you can adapt the length of the handle, making it longer 

to � t under furniture or so the strip glides more easily over the � oor. Or 

you can make it shorter to apply more force and have the frame closer 

to you in dirtier areas.

It’s easy to handle and its rotary globe follows your movements throughout 

the day to prevent musculoskeletal disorders (MSD). This same globe means 

the Telescopic Handle won’t fall if you lean it against a wall. 

Yes, it’s non-slip!

The Telescopic Handle comes in � ve colours for allocation by area, so limiting the risk of cross-contamination. It adapts to 

most frames on the market (Velcro, pocket or strip) with or without universal ball joint. It’s also very useful in combination 

with Ergo� ex for dusting high up.
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Descripti on: Universal telescopic handle

Packaging: Box of 10 Telescopic handle
Constructi on: Plasti c and aluminium
Counterpart: Ergonomic non-slip grip
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Adjust the length of the 
handle to suit your height and 
what you want to reach

Add either a frame or a 
flexible handle on the end 
of the telescopic handle

Dust top corners of a room 

Clean high vertical surfaces 
with a microfiber mop

Ergodust - microfiber sleeve for 
dusting hard-to-reach places

Mop V200 - microfiber mop for smooth 
surfaces (stainless steel, windows, mirrors)

! Use the Ergo� ex with the Telescopic Handle to prevent 
musculoskeletal disorders (MSD)
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